Elizabeth Maher Muoio was sworn in as a member of the General Assembly for the 15th Legislative District.

**SENATE ACTION (SESSION)**

**Nominations Advise and Consent:**

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
- Walter F. Skrod, of Mahwah.
- Magali M. Francois, of Glen Rock.
- Jane Gallina Mecca, of Paramus.
- Deborah M. Gross-Quatrone, of Saddle Brook.
- John G. Hudak, of Linden.
- Mark T. Janezcko, of Wood-Ridge.
- Christopher R. Kazlau, of Washington Township.
- James J. DeLuca, of Midland Park.
- James X. Sattely, of Oradell.
- Richard C. Wischusen, of Cranford.
- Gregg A. Padovano, of Maywood.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE GLOUCESTER COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
- Lou Sebastiani, of Sewell.
- Bradley A. Blubaugh, of Sewell.
- Laurie J. Burns, of Turnersville, to replace Jill S. McCrea.
- Rocco A. Ficara, of Woodbury.
- Elizabeth S. Rogale, of Sewell.

TO BE THE GLOUCESTER COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF ELECTIONS:
- Stephanie Salvatore, of Sewell.

**Bills Introduced:**

S2718 Barnes,P/Rice,R Police complaint-appt special prosecutor  REF SLP
S2719 Barnes,P  Med. examiners-makes procedural changes  REF SHH
S2720 Singer,R/Sarlo,P  Tech. transfer asst. prog.-estab.  EDA  REF SEG
S2721 Kean,T/Whelan,J Income tax cred-A-list performing artist  REF SSG
S2722 Singer,R/Sarlo,P Manuf/prod bus resource ctr-desig entity  REF SEG
S2723 Bateman,C  Sci, Tech Entrepreneur Fellowship Prog.  REF SLA
S2724 Barnes,P  Youthful convicted sex offender-no regis  REF SLP
S2725 Barnes,P  St wide gun buyback program-estab.  REF SLP
S2726 Bateman,C  Electric util. bill-separately list tax  REF SEG
S2727 Bateman,C  Sch. Dist. Regionalization Task Force  REF SED
S2728 Vitale,J/Whelan,J  Medication drop-off receptacles-concerns  REF SHH
S2729 Vitale,J/Whelan,J  Health care svcs thru telemedicine-auth.  REF SHH
S2730 Madden,F  Ultrasound equip-restricts sale or lease  REF SHH
S2731 Van Drew,J  Pupil Vet. Day activity-excused absence  REF SED
S2732 Van Drew,J  HS graduation-concerns req.  REF SED
S2733 Van Drew,J  Striped bass-reg. taking and mgmt.  REF SEN
S2734 Rice,R  Resid. tenants-concerns eviction  REF SCU
S2735 Rice,R  Outdoor video surveillance camera-reg.  REF SLP
S2736 Van Drew,J  Domestic viol. victim-prov. lease prot.  REF SJJ
S2737 Turner,S  UEZ desig.-extend for addtl. 10 yrs.  REF SEG
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S2738 Sarlo,P Parking tickets-concerns mail REF SLP
S2739 Ruiz,M Port support zone-estab. REF SEG
SCR155 Vitale,J/Whelan,J Addiction Prev Treatment-jt task force REF SHH
SJR67 Greenstein,L Evans Syndrome Awareness Day-Sept. 21 REF SHH
SJR68 Turner,S Polycystic Kidney Disease Awareness Day REF SHH

Motions:

A3223 Sa (1R) Singleton,T/Lampitt,P+4 Loc Govt Svc Div-incl prop tax, web page To Sa (Beck)
A3223 Sa (1R) Singleton,T/Lampitt,P+4 Loc Govt Svc Div-incl prop tax, web page To Table Sa (Gill) (21-15)
S2056 Sa (1R) Sarlo,P/Ruiz,M+1 Loc Govt Svc Div-incl prop tax, web page To Sa (Beck)
S2056 Sa (1R) Sarlo,P/Ruiz,M+1 Loc Govt Svc Div-incl prop tax, web page To Table Sa (Gill) (21-15)

Bills Passed:

A709 AcasSa (2R) Angelini,M/Benson,D+15 Prescription drugs, unused-safe disposal (35-0)
A1368 AcsAca (ACS/1R) Stender,L/Caputo,R+7 DUI viol., cert.-revise penal. (31-3)
A1674 Johnson,G/Vaineri Huttle,V+2 Halfway houses-atty. visit clients (36-0)
A2305 w/GR (1R) DeAngelo,W/Pinkin,N+3 Blue roofs, green roofs-DEP adopt rules (33-2)
A2313 Aca (1R) DeAngelo,W/Quigiano,A+7 Nonprofit Vet Org vol contrib-tax return (36-0)
A2316 Aca (1R) Andrzejczak,B/Giblin,T+8 Checkpoints-proh limited, cert veh types (34-0)
A2479 Aca w/GR (2R) Lagana,J/Greenie,J+7 Elevators, new blgs.-certain size req. (35-0)
A2859 AcsSa (ACS/1R) Eustace,T/Benson,D+20 Proj. Medicine Drop-codifies (35-0)
A2996 AcsSaSa (3R) Lagana,J/Stender,L Fire hydrants-snow removal req. (36-0)
A3650 Mazzeo,V/Vaineri Huttle,V+5 Disab. student-allow svc animal, sch bus (36-0)
A3951 Aca (1R) Prieto,V/Vaineri Huttle,V+2 Angelie's Law-exempts cert. veh. (36-0)
A3967 Andrzejczak,B/Lagana,J+14 Tuition Equality for Amer. Mil. Act (35-0)
ACR112 Stender,L/Green,J N Plainfield Somerset Co-assign ZIP code (36-0)
ACR179 Pinkin,N/Diegnan,P Bus svc.-prov. in Boro of Helmetta (35-0)
S162  ScaSa (2R) Cardinale,G/Bucco,A.+1 Students w/mil obligations-instit assist (36-0)
S165 Whelan,J/Ruiz,M+1 Teacher certification-concerns (36-0)
S866 Vitali,J/Ruiz,M+1 Gestational carrier agreement, cert-auth (21-13)
S876 Sca (1R) Vitali,J/Codye,R+1 Hepatitis C testing-hospitals offer (21-14)
S1447 Sca (1R) Greenstein,L/Adiego,D+2 Law off. info-proh cert internet posting (36-0)
S1760 Sca (1R) Allen,D/Ruiz,M Amer Sign Language-HS graduation req. (36-0)
S2085 Codye,R+1 Mortgage foreclosures-concerns filings (36-0)
S2166 Sca (1R) Lesniak,R Comprehensive Reg Grease Recycling Act (23-11)
S2201 Sca (1R) Ottole,K+2 Epinephrine-youth camps maintain supply (35-0)
S2313 Kyrillos,J/Smith,B+2 Automatic standby generators-concerns (35-0)
S2372 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Oroho,S+6 Opioid drug use-co-ordinate police effort (36-0)
S2414 Madden,F/Beach,J+1 Unemp. claims receipt-concerns access (36-0)
S2434 Gordon,R Credit card-fuel dealers not responsible (36-0)
S2656 Sca (1R) Oroho,S/Pennacchio,J+2 Senator Robert E Littell Mem. Hwy.-Rt.15 (36-0)
S2711 Smith,B/Whelan,J Wind energy proj.-qual.-BPU approval (21-15)
SJR25 Sca (1R) Rice,R/Turner,S+7 St. Commission on Urban Violence-estab. (35-0)
SJR26 Weinberg,L/Madden,F Crossing Guard Appreciation Day-Oct. 9 (35-0)
SR77 Weinberg,L Zohydro ER-FDA reconsider approval (Voice)
SR112 Smith,B/Sweeney,S Wind energy proj.-offshore-adopt reg. (Voice)

Bills Substituted:

A709 AcasSa (2R) Angelini,M/Benson,D+15 Prescription drugs, unused-safe disposal SUB FOR (S2370) (3R)
A1368 AcsAca (ACS/1R) Stender,L/Caputo,R+7 DUI viol., cert.-revise penal. SUB FOR S385 (SCS/1R)
A1674 Johnson,G/Vaineri Huttle,V+2 Halfway houses-atty. visit clients SUB FOR S994
A2313 Aca (1R) DeAngelo,W/Quigiano,A+7 Nonprofit Vet Org vol contrib-tax return SUB FOR S1670
A2316 Aca (1R) Andrzejczak,B/Giblin,T+8 Checkpoints-proh limited, cert veh types SUB FOR S1614 (1R)
A2859 AcsSa (ACS/1R) Eustace,T/Benson,D+20 Proj. Medicine Drop-codifies SUB FOR S2369 (SCS)
A2996 AcsSaSa (3R) Lagana,J/Stender,L Fire hydrants-snow removal req. SUB FOR S2254 (2R)
A3650 Mazzeo,V/Vaineri Huttle,V+5 Disab. student-allow svc animal, sch bus SUB FOR S2601
A3951 Aca (1R) Prieto,V/Vaineri Huttle,V+2 Angelie's Law-exempts cert. veh. SUB FOR S2596 (1R)
A3967 Andrzejczak,B/Lagana,J+14 Tuition Equality for Amer. Mil. Act SUB FOR S349 (SS)
ACR112 Stender,L/Green,J N Plainfield Somerset Co-assign ZIP code SUB FOR SCR86
ACR179 Pinkin,N/Diegnan,P Bus svc.-prov. in Boro of Helmetta SUB FOR SCR129
S385 SscSa (SCS/1R) Scutari,N/Whelan,J+4 DUI viol-ignition interlock device SUB BY A1368 (ACS/1R)
S849 Ss (SS) Norcross,D/Beach,J+6 Tuition Equality for America's Military SUB BY A3967
S994 Weinberg,L Halfway houses-atty. visit clients SUB BY A1674
S1614 Sca (1R) Van Drew,J/Doherty,M+3 Checkpoints-proh limited, cert veh types SUB BY A2316 (1R)
S1670 Beach,J/Allen,D+1 Nonprofit Vet Org-income tax vol contrib SUB BY A3231 (1R)
Bills Substituted: (cont’d)

S2254 ScaSa (2R) Whelan,J Fire hydrants-snow removal req. SUB BY A2996 (3R)
S2369 Scs (SCS) Whelan,J/Kean,T+5 Proj. Medicine Drop-codifies SUB BY A2859 (ACS/1R)
S2370 ScaSaSa (3R) Whelan,J/Kyrillos,J+6 Prescription drugs, unused-safe disposal SUB BY A709 (2R)
S2596 Sca (1R) Sacco,N/Pennacchio,J Angelie's Law-exempts cert. veh. SUB BY A3951 (1R)
S2601 Gordon,R/Ruiz,M+1 Disab. student-allow svc animal, sch bus SUB BY A3690
SCR86 Scutari,N N Plainfield Somerset Co-assign ZIP code SUB BY ACR128
SCR129 Barnes,P Bus svc.-prov. in Boro of Helmetta SUB BY ACR179

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A3223 Sa (1R) Singleton,T/Lampitt,P+4 Loc Govt Svc Div-inc prop tax, web page (22-9) (Sarlo)
S1716 Sa (1R) Barnes,P/Turner,S 9-1-1 svc.-hotels upgrade phone sys. (29-0) (Barnes)
S2056 Sa (1R) Sarlo,P/Ruiz,M+1 Loc Govt Svc Div-inc prop tax, web page (24-6) (Sarlo)

Bills Returned Second Reading/Substitute:

S903 ScaSa (SS) Holzapfel,J Betsy's Law-animal supervision after hrs (35-0) (Holzapfel)

Bills Transferred:

A1698 Wisniewski,J/Green,J+13 New Home Fire Safety Act FROM SCU TO SBA

Bills Received from Assembly/Concurrence w/Assembly Amendments/Given Second Reading:

S1341 Aa (1R) Van Drew,J/Madden,F Anti-freeze, bittering agent-concern use

Bills Received from Assembly/Referred to Committee:

A1305 AcaAs (AS) Dancer,R/Wilson,G Native vegetation to area-concerns REF SEG
A1892 Aca/Scs (1R) Burzichelli,J/Mukherji,R Safe MV Rental Act REF SCM
A2389 Aca (1R) Singleton,T/Conaway,H+3 Moose's Law-proh viol. working w/animals REF SEG
A2482 Diegnan,P/Mano,C Corp. mergers-may adopt "force the vote" REF SCM
A2483 Diegnan,P/Mano,C Corp. by-laws-clarifies scope REF SCM
A2579 Aca (1R) Mukherji,R/Pinto Marin,E+4 Storm shelter constr.-auth. mun. finance REF SBA
A2724 Rible,D/Singleton,T+5 Student info.-prevent disclosure REF SED
A2928 Diegnan,P/Jimenez,A+2 Corp proxy solicitation material-concern REF SCM
A3435 Aca (1R) Garcia,C/Mukherji,R+2 Boys & Girls Clubs Keystone Law REF SHH
A3630 Aca (ACS) Spencer,L/Mosquera,G+1 Sr. cit. resid. death-notify next-of-kin REF SHH
A3655 Vanieri Hurtle,V/Lagana,J+1 Domestic viol. victim-prov. lease prot. REF SJJU
A3666 Mazzeo,V/Eustace,T+2 Disaster Victims Prot. Act REF SCU
A3725 Aca (1R) Moriarty,P/Diegnan,P+3 MV, used-dealer notify buyer of recalls REF SCM
A3813 Coughlin,C/Lampitt,P+5 Cyber-harassment-domestic viol. statute REF SJJU
A3841 AcaAs (2R) Munoz,N/Gusciara,R+2 Stalking-restraining order viol, upgrade REF SJJU
A3843 Aca (1R) Caputo,R/Giblin,T+5 Outdoor video surveillance camera-reg. REF SLP
A3846 Cryan,J/Lagana,J+1 Domestic viol, crm., trespass-concerns REF SJJU
A3905 AcaAs (2R) Coughlin,C/Eustace,T+8 MV insur. id-auth. electronic REF SCM
A3950 Prieto,V/Jimenez,A+2 Corrections-utilize body scanning equip. REF SLP
A3954 Conaway,H/Benson,D Rare Disease Awareness Day-Feb, last day REF SHH

Bills Received from Governor/Absolute Veto:

S1811 ScaSaSa (2R) Sweeney,S/O'Toole,K+22 Pub. contracts-req. use of US made goods
S2045 ScaSa (2R) Sweeney,S/O'Toole,K+11 Del. Riv Jt Toll Bridge Comm-US products
S2048 ScaSa (2R) Sweeney,S/O'Toole,K+11 Delaware Riv. Bay Auth.-use US products
S2061 ScaSa (2R) Sweeney,S/O'Toole,K+11 PANYNJ-req. use, cert. US products
S2062 ScaSa (2R) Sweeney,S/O'Toole,K+11 DRPA-req. use, cert. US products

Bills Received from Governor/Conditional Veto:

S1770 Sca (1R) Turner,S/Sumter,S+2 TDI-estab. partial return to work prog.
S2284 Aca (1R) Pou,N/Weinberg,L+4 Medicaid managed care org.-concerns
Co-Sponsors Added:

S94  (Bucco,A.R.) Vol. Med. Prof. Health Care Act
S162 ScaSa (2R) (Greenstein,L) Students w/mil obligations-instit assist
S261  (Rice,R; Ruiz,M) Vet honorably discharged-estab lic plate
S278  (Rice,R; Ruiz,M) Copper-based landline svc.-moratorium
S296 Sca (1R) (Stack,B) Foreclosure Mediation Act
S365  (Beck,J) Drug abuse-concerns
S523  (Stack,B) Pharmacy benf. mgmt. co.-reg.
S838  (Beck,J) Drug Dealer Accountability Act
S849 Ss (SS) (Madden,F) Tuition Equality for America's Military
S876 Sca (1R) (Madden,F) Hepatitis C testing-hospitals offer
S1082  (Bateman,C) Retir. income-elim. income cap excl.
S1344  (Bucco,A.R.) ID theft victim-cease debt collection
S1447 Sca (1R) (Beck,J; Scutari,N) Law off. info-proh cert internet posting
S1670  (Madden,F) Nonprofit Vet Org-income tax vol contrib
S1696  (Lesniak,R) Driv. privilege cards-estab.
S1812 Sca (1R) (Bucco,A.R.) Mil. Dependents Scholarship Fd Act
S1970 Sca (1R) (Madden,F) Manufacturing sector-students gain emp.
S2013  (Turner,S) DRPA-elim. power
S2085  (Beck,J) Mortgage foreclosures-concerns filings
S2342  (Kean,T) MV viol.-dedicate fds, brain injury svcs
S2343  (Bateman,C; Codey,R; Kean,T; Kyrllos,J; Pennacchio,J; Pou,N; Rice,R; Vitale,J; Van Drew,J; Whelan,J) Child care subsidy-concerns
S2360  (Bateman,C; Greenstein,L) Mental health record-concern expungement
S2369 Sca (3R) (Greenstein,L; Madden,F) Med. Drop-codifies
S2370 ScaSaSa (3R) (Greenstein,L; Madden,F) Prescription drugs, unused-safe disposal
S2372 Sca (1R) (Beck,J; Greenstein,L) Opioid drug use-coordinate police effort
S2409  (Beck,J) Sex offender, cert.-proh. plea bargain
S2414  (Greenstein,L) Unemp. claims receipt-concerns access
S2425 Sca (1R) (Kyrllos,J; Turner,S) Food svc. advisory committee-pub sch req
S2698  (Bucco,A.R.) Fire police units-appoint fire police
S2700  (Bucco,A.R.) Bus. Tax and Incentive Task Force
S2709  (Bucco,A.R.) Bus Advisory Council-estab.
S2716  (Rice,R) Sch. dist. personnel-concerns
S2717  (Whelan,J) Lemon Law-extend prot. to farm equip.
S2727  (Kyrllos,J) Sch. Dist. Regionalization Task Force
S2741  (Greenstein,L) Wind energy proj., offshore-adopt reg.
SCR154 Sca (1R) (Codey,R) Anti-Semitism-condemns all forms
SJR25 Sca (1R) (Madden,F) St. Commission on Urban Violence-estab.

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S277  (Stack,B) Pharmacy benf. mgmt. co.-regulates
S556  (Madden,F) Microenterprise training prog-estab.
S1106  (Singer,R) Parental Rights & Prop Tax Reduction Act
S1147  (Vitale,J) Student immunizations-clarify exemp.
S1447 Sca (1R) (Addiego,D) Law off. info-proh cert internet posting
S1831  (Bucco,A.R.) Central mun. drug. court-co. estab.
S2155  (Bucco,A.R.) Child remain in sch dist-parent deployed
S2301  (Stack,B) Pharmacy benf. managers-regulate
S2343  (Thompson,S) Child care subsidy-concerns
S2360  (Hoplezfel,J) Mental health record-concern expungement
S2406  (Kean,T) Ambulatory care fac assessment-phase out
S2426  (Kean,T) Pupil grade point average-concerns
S2435  (Vitale,J) Advanced care planning-Medicaid cover
S2486  (Weinberg,L) Personal needs allowance-incr.
S2663  (Lesniak,R) Crim. records-concerns expungement
S2665  (Van Drew,J) Radiologic svcs.-concerns insur. reimbs.
S2702  (Connors,C) Foreclosure prop.-maintain interior
S2704  (Rice,R) Stolen Valor Act
S2716  (Turner,S) Sch. dist. personnel-concerns
SJR26  (Madden,F) Crossing Guard Appreciation Day-Oct. 9
Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

A709 AcaSa (2R) (Whelan,J) Prescription drugs, unused-safe disposal
A1368 AcsAca (ACS/1R) (Scutari,N) DUI viol., cert.-revise penal.
A1674 (Weinberg,L) Halfway houses-atty. visit clients
A2313 Aca (1R) (Barnes,P) Nonprof Vet Org vol contrib-tax return
A2316 Aca (1R) (Van Drew,J) Checkpoints-proh limited, cert veh types
A2859 AcsSca (ACS/1R) (Whelan,J) Proj. Medicine Drop-codifies
A2996 AcsScaSa (3R) (Whelan,J) Fire hydrants-snow removal req.
A3690 (Gordon,R) Disab. student-allow svc animal, sch bus
A3951 Aca (1R) (Sacco,N) Angelie’s Law-exempts cert. veh.
A3967 (Norcross,D) Tuition Equality for Amer. Mil. Act
ACR128 (Scutari,N) N Plainfield Somerset Co-assign ZIP code
ACR179 (Barnes,P) Bus svc.-prov. in Boro of Helmetta

Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

A709 AcaSa (2R) (Kyrillos,J) Prescription drugs, unused-safe disposal
A1368 AcsAca (ACS/1R) (Whelan,J) DUI viol., cert.-revise penal.
A2313 Aca (1R) (Allen,D) Nonprof Vet Org vol contrib-tax return
A2316 Aca (1R) (Doherty,M) Checkpoints-proh limited, cert veh types
A2859 AcsSca (ACS/1R) (Kean,T) Proj. Medicine Drop-codifies
A3690 (Ruiz,M) Disab. student-allow svc animal, sch bus
A3951 Aca (1R) (Pennacchio,J) Angelie’s Law-exempts cert. veh.
A3967 (Beach,J) Tuition Equality for Amer. Mil Act

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

A709 AcaSa (2R) (Vitale,J; Lesniak,R; Addiego,D; Beck,J; Greenstein,L; Madden,F) Prescription drugs, unused-safe disposal
A1368 AcsAca (ACS/1R) (Pou,N; Stack,B; Beck,J; Weinberg,L) DUI viol., cert.-revise penal.
A2313 Aca (1R) (Madden,F) Nonprof Vet Org vol contrib-tax return
A2316 Aca (1R) (Oroho,S; Norcross,D; Bucco,A.R.) Checkpoints-proh limited, cert veh types
A2859 AcsSca (ACS/1R) (Vitale,J; Lesniak,R; Beck,J; Greenstein,L; Madden,F) Proj. Medicine Drop-codifies
A3690 (Madden,F) Disab. student-allow svc animal, sch bus
A3967 (Connors,C; Allen,D; Van Drew,J; Bucco,A.R.; Whelan,J; Madden,F) Tuition Equality for Amer. Mil Act

The Senate adjourned at 4:45 P.M. to meet again on Monday, February 9, 2015 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “1” and “2” scheduled to meet).

ASSEMBLY ACTION (QUORUM)

Bills Introduced:

A4117 Caride,M Incest-reestab. crime REF AJU
A4118 Casagrande,C/Singletont,O Child welfare sys.-parental treatment REF AWC
A4119 Jasey,M/Quijano,A Out-of-Sch. Time Advisory Comm.-estab. REF AED
A4120 Gusciora,R/Burzichelli,J+4 UEZ desig.-extend for add. 10 yrs. REF ACE
A4121 Spencer,L/Scheepsi,H Motor Fuels Tax Act-biofuel definitions REF AEN
A4122 Wisniewski,J/Moiairty,P Transp. proj-design and inspection svcs. REF ATR
A4123 Caputo,R/Tucker,C+3 Casino lic.-apply every five yrs. REF ATG
A4124 McGuckin,G Builder's remedy lawsuits-estab. defense REF AJU
A4125 Mazzeo,V/Lagana,J+2 Emp terminate operation outside St-survey REF ALA
A4126 Mazzeo,V/Andrezczak,B Armed Forces active duty-exemp jury duty REF AMV
A4128 Mazzeo,V/DeAngelo,W+2 Wind energy proj., qual.-BPU approval REF ATU
A4129 Mazzeo,V/Lagana,J+1 Bus Advisory Council-estab. REF ACE
A4130 Oliver,S/Jasey,M+5 Core Curriculum Content Standard-concern REF AED
A4131 Ciattarelli,J MV window tint-concerns REF ARP
A4132 Giblin,T Collective bargaining agreements-concern REF ALA
A4133 Giblin,T Nutritional suppl.-allows dispensation REF ARP
A4134 Giblin,T Asthma-friendly sch.-adopt policies REF AED
A4135 Schafer,G/Kean,S Med. examiners-makes procedural changes REF AHE
A4136 Clifton,R Sch. pupil, cert.-receive transp. costs REF AED
A4137 Fiocchi,S Bus, located outside of NJ-survey req. REF ACE
A4138 Fiocchi,S Workforce training prog, cert.-estab. REF ALA
A4139 Schafer,G/Mazzeo,V Prop. damage from Sandy-foreclosure prot REF ASL
A4140 DeCroce,B+1 Commem. day or wk.-auth. Secretary of St REF ATG
A4141 Carroll,M+3 Legal notices-concerns electronic pub. REF ASL
A4142 Lagana,J/Stender,L Accident reports-concerns pub. access REF ASL
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A4143 Lagana,J/Spencer,L+1 Alco. bev lic-permits amusement game lic  REF ARO
A4144 Pintor Marin,E/Spencer,L+2 Insur. producer lic.-spor. language  REF AFI
A4145 Carroll,M Suppl. Nutrition Asst Prog bnf-concerns  REF AHU
A4146 Andrezejczak,B Striped bass-reg. taking and mgmt.  REF AAN
A4147 Andrezejczak,B+1 Firefighter graduates-income tax credit  REF ALP
A4148 Andrezejczak,B/Benson,D+1 Pupil Vet. Day activity-excused absence  REF AMV
A4149 Angelini,M/Simon,D Safe havens for newborns-expand  REF AWC
A4150 Angelini,M/Rumana,S+1 Incest-establish. the offense  REF AJU
A4151 Wisniewski,J/Singleton,T St Transp Infrastructure Bank Fd-concern  REF ATR
A4152 Casagrande,C Wiretapping-concerns  REF AJU
A4153 Dancer,R Resisting arrest pub. awareness campaign  REF ALP
A4154 Dancer,R Co. treasurer appt.-clarifies law  REF ASL
A4155 Vainieri Huttle,V/Sumter,S+2 Prisoners during childbirth-no restraint  REF AWC
A4156 Vainieri Huttle,V/Lampitt,P Sexual assault, coll campuses-task force  REF AHI
A4157 Wimberly,B/Benson,D Transp.-related infrastructure proj.  REF ATR
A4158 Wimberly,B/Garcia,C+2 Min. & Women-owned bus.-St. contracting  REF ACE
A4159 DeAngelo,W 9-1-1-establish. cert. req.  REF AHS
A4160 DeAngelo,W Behind-the-wheel instr-parent be present  REF ATR
A4161 DeAngelo,W Libraries, pub.-prov. internet svc.  REF ATU
A4162 Oliver,S/Conaway,W Police complaint-appt special prosecutor  REF AHO
A4163 Diegnan,P Foreign Country Money-Judgment Recog Act  REF AFI
A4164 Auth,R Co. govt. dissolution-concerns  REF ASL
A4165 Diegnan,P/Jasey,M+4 Admin. of standardized assess-concerns  REF AED
A4166 Benson,D Health care prov.-leave and benef. info.  REF AKA
A4167 Lagana,J/Mazzeo,V+1 Prog. for the elderly and disabled-notify  REF AHI
A4168 Lagana,J/Mazzeo,V+1 Prog. for the elderly-submit expenditure  REF AHE
A4169 Lagana,J/Mazzeo,V+1 Medicaid home long-term care-DHS monitor  REF AHE
A4170 Eustace,T Homeowners insur.-concerns  REF AFI
A4171 Andrezejczak,B/Lagana,J+1 Foreclosure prop.-creditors maintain  REF AHU
A4172 Andrezejczak,B/Lagana,J Foreclosure prop.-maintain interior  REF AHU
ACR219 Auth,R/Rodriguez-Gregg,M+1 Rev. responsibility thru St approp.-estab  REF ABU
AR207 Pinkin,N Older Americans Act-Cong. reauth.  REF AHE
AR208 Mazzeo,V/Andrezejczak,B+2 FEMA waive recoupment of fds.-urges  REF AHO
AR209 Mazzeo,V/DeAngelo,W+1 Wind energy proj., offshore-adopt reg.  REF AHO
AR210 Conaway,H/Angelini,M Addiction Prev. and Treatment-Task Force  REF AHE
AR211 Eustace,T/Lagana,J Water Quality Investment Act-Cong. enact  REF AHE
AR212 Benson,D/DeAngelo,W Student-athlete-condemn preformance drug  REF AED
AR213 Space,P/M Hose,A Community-based clinic Sussex Co-support  REF AMV

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A943 Singleton,T/Conaway,H+10 Energy efficiency-small bus qual, loans  REP
A950 Singleton,T/Conaway,H Pedestrian safety-incr. fine for viol.  REP
A986 Aca (1R) Andrezejczak,B/Benson,D+2 Telemarketing fraud investigation unit  REP
A1186 Acs (ACS) Wolfe,D/McGuickin,G Betsy's Law-concerns animal boarding  REP/ACS
A1319 Aca (1R) Quijano,A/Wimberly,B+2 Adv. practice nurse-death certificate  REP/ACA
A1485 Aca (1R) DeAngelo,W/Mazzeo,V+1 Nat'l energy polic.-mitigate usage  REP/ACA
A1747 McKeon,J/Greenwald,L+8 NJBEST contrib.-allows tax deductions  REP
A1781 Aca (1R) McKeon,J/Mainor,C Nikhil's Law-concerns driv. safety ed.  REP/ACA
A1950 Aca (1R) Conaway,H/Diegnan,P Physician assistants-revise lic. req.  REP/ACA
A2585 Aca (1R) DeAngelo,W/Quijano,A Amber, Silver Alert-thru social media  REP/ACA
A2935 Andrezejczak,B/Lagana,J+6 Deployed mil.-auth. prop. tax deferrment  REP
A3021 Aca/Aca (2R) Singleton,T/Conaway,H+6 Career, tech ed cert pilot prog-complete  REP/ACA
A3026 Singleton,T/Conaway,H+4 Advanced Manufacturing Council-creates  REP
A3052 Aca (1R) Mazzeo,V/Pinkin,N+11 Prop. tax, unpaid-concerns interests  REP/ACA
A3154/2946 AcsAca (ACS/1R) DeAngelo,W/Dancer,R Vendors, delinquent-withhold St. pymts.  REP/ACA
A3156 Acs (ACS) DeAngelo,W/Bucco,A,M. Emp. contrib. reports-concerns  REP/ACS
A3240 Schaer,G/Jasey,M+1 Mortgage foreclosures-concerns filings  REP
A3314 Johnson,G/Greenwald,L Ctr for Oral Health-Rutgers Dental Sch  REP
A3358 Aca (1R) Singleton,T/Chivukula,U Class I renewable energy cert.-estab.  REP/ACA
A3425 Mosquera,G/Mukherji,R+3 UI benf, cert. claimants-concerns  REP
A3455 Chivukula,U/Mukherji,R+3 Class II renewable energy-definition  REP
A3506 Aca (1R) Mainor,C/Quijano,A+13 Waterfront Comm, NY Harbor-Gov. w/draw  REP
A3528 Andrezejczak,B Redevel. Auth. prog.-nominate qual. mun.  REP
A3578 Mazzeo,V Sch. dist., Atlantic Co.-study $85K  REP
A3602 Mainor,C/Mukherji,R+3 Cert. of rehabilitation-prov. issuance  REP
A3624/3681 AcsAca (ACS/1R) Watson Coleman,B/Singleton,T+2 St. contracts-proh. cert. domestic corp.  REP/ACA
A3739 Fuentes,A/DeAngelo,W Pub. util.-study street light outages  REP
A3749 Lampitt,P/Mazzeo,V+3 Vet, cert-estab prog, prov travel assist  REP
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading: (cont’d)

A3922 Diegnan,P/Rumana,S    Optometrists-continue prescribing meds   REP
A3936 Aca (1R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Lampitt,P+1 Victim of sexual assault-concerns rights   REP/ACA
A4041 Conaway,H/Singleton,T False Claims Act-provisions retroactive    REP
A4043 Schae,G Homeless prev, prog-available on website     REP
A4089 Aca (1R) Coughlin,C/Ciattarelli,J Dental svc. corp. law-revise provisions     REP/ACA
A4097 Moriarty,P/Diegnan,P Consumer contracts-proh. cert provisions     REP
A4111 McKeon,J/Fuentes,A Emerg shelters, nursing homes-min. temp.     REP
A4133 Giblin,T Nutritional suppl.-allows dispensation    REP
ACR208 Pinkin,N/Danielsen,J    James Zadroga 9/11 Health Comp Reauth Act     REP
AJR40 Johnson,G/Vainieri Huttle,V Hannah G. Solomon Day-desig January 14 REP
AR70 Benson,D Fed flood insur-incr subsidies    REP
AR210 Conaway,H/Angelini,M Addiction Prev. and Treatment-Task Force    REP
S1152 Aca (1R) Weinberg,L/Vitale,J Advanced practice nurse-death certificate REP/ACA
S1232 Sca (1R) Weinberg,L/Pennacchio,J+1 Ctr for Oral Health-Rutgers Dental Sch REP
S1349 Sca (1R) Rice,R Pub. util.-study street light outages    REP
S1622 AcaAca (2R) Madden,F/Vitale,J Vendor, late unemp taxes-w/hold St pymts REP/ACA
S1677 Sca (1R) Oroho,S/Whelan,J+2 Opioid drug use-coordinate police effort    REP
S1961 ScaSca (2R) Codey,R+2 Emerg shelters, nursing homes-min. temp. REP/ACA
S2082 ScaSca (3R) Madden,F/Sutari,N Ul benf, cert, claimants-concerns    REP
S2277 ScaSca (2R) Lesniak,R/Rice,R+9 Waterfront Comm, NY Harbor-Gov. w/draw REP
S2578 Gill,N/Vitale,J+1 Optometrists-continue prescribing meds    REP

Bills Reported Referred/AAP:

A3460 Aca (1R) Conaway,H/Pinkin,N Diabetes self-mgmt. ed.-medicaid cover    REP/ACA REF AAP
A3920 Aca (1R) Mazzeo,V/Andrzejczak,B AC Urban Enterprise Zone Prop Tax Relief    REP/ACA REF AAP
A4082 Aca (1R) Pintor Marin,E/Spencer,L Port support zone-establish. REP/ACA REF AAP

Bills Transferred:

A3314 Johnson,G/Greenwald,L Ctr for Oral Health-Rutgers Dental Sch FROM AHI TO AHE
A3578 Sca (1R) Vitale,J+2 Comprehensive Reg Grease Recycling Act    REP
A4041 Conaway,H/Singleton,T False Claims Act-provisions retroactive    FROM AJU TO AHE
A4089 Aca (1R) Coughlin,C/Ciattarelli,J Dental svc. corp. law-revise provisions    FROM ARP TO AFI
A4111 McKeon,J/Fuentes,A Emerg shelters, nursing homes-min. temp. FROM AHO TO AHE
S1677 Oroho,S/Whelan,J+2 Opioid drug use-coordinate police effort    FROM ATU TO AHE
S1760 Sca (1R) Lesniak,R/Oroho,S+6 Opioid drug use-coordinate police effort    FROM ATR TO AHE
S2166 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Oroho,S+9 Opioid drug use-coordinate police effort    FROM AUP TO AHE
S2372 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Oroho,S+6 Opioid drug use-coordinate police effort    FROM ARS TO AHE
S2656 Sca (1R) Oroho,S/Pennacchio,J+1 Waterfront Comm, NY Harbor-Gov. w/draw    FROM ATR TO AHE
S2711 Smith,B/Whelan,J+2 Wind energy proj., qual.-BPU approval    FROM ATR TO AHE
SJR25 Sca (1R) Rice,R/Whelan,J+2 St. Commission on Urban Violence-estab.    FROM ATR TO AHE
SJR26 Weinberg,L/Madden,F+1 Crossing Guard Appreciation Day-Oct. 9    FROM ATR TO AHE

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Senate Amendments/Given Second Reading:

A709 AcaSa (2R) Angelini,M/Benson,D+15 Prescription drugs, unused-safe disposal   FROM AHV TO AHE
A2859 AcsSa (ACS/1R) Eustace, T/Benson,D+20 Proj. Medicine Drop-codifies    FROM AHE TO AHE
A2996 AcaScaSa (3R) Lagana,J/Stender,L Fire hydrants-snow removal req.    FROM AHE TO AHE

Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee:

S162 ScaSa (2R) Cardinale,G/Bucco,A.R.+1 Students w/mil obligations-inst inst assist    REF AMV
S866 Vitale,J/Weinberg,L+2 Gestational carrier agreement, cert-auth    REF AHU
S876 Sca (1R) Vitale,J/Codrey,R+1 Hepatitis C testing-hospitals offer    REF AHE
S1760 Sca (1R) Allen,D/Ruiz,M Amer Sign Language-HS graduation req.    REF AHI
S2166 Sca (1R) Lesniak,R Comprehensive Reg Grease Recycling Act    REF AEN
S2201 Sca (1R) O'Toole,K+2 Comprehensive Reg Grease Recycling Act    REF AHE
S2233 Sca (1R) O'Toole,K+2 Automatic standby generators-concerns    REF ASL
S2272 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Oroho,S+6 Opioid drug use-coordinate police effort    REF ALP
S2656 Sca (1R) Oroho,S/Pennacchio,J+1 Senator Robert E Littell Mem. Hwy.-Rt.15    REF ATR
S2711 Smith,B/Whelan,J+2 Wind energy proj., qual.-BPU approval    REF ATU
SJR25 Sca (1R) Rice,R/Whelan,J+2 St. Commission on Urban Violence-estab.    REF ALP
SJR26 Weinberg,L/Madden,F+1 Crossing Guard Appreciation Day-Oct. 9    REF ALP

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S165 Whelan,J/Ruiz,M+1 Teacher certification-concerns    FROM ATR TO AHE
S1447 Sca (1R) Greenstein,L/Addiego,D+2 Law off. info-proh cert internet posting    FROM ATR TO AHE
S2085 Codey,R+1 Mortgage foreclosures-concerns filings    FROM ATR TO AHE
S2414 Maddern,F/Beach,J+1 Unemp. claims receipt-concerns access    FROM ATR TO AHE
S2434 Gordon,R Credit card-fuel dealers not responsible    FROM ATR TO AHE
Bills Received from Governor/Absolute Veto:
A3952 Prieto,V/Mazzeo,V+12 UEZ sales tax-concerns

Bills Received from Governor/Conditional Veto:
A965 Singleton,T/Sumter,S+11 Pub. util. construction work-concerns
A3840 Aa (1R) Giblin,T/Wimberly,B+16 Religious entities-proh. cert. practices

Bills Given Second Reading w/Governor's Recommendation:
A965 w/GR (1R) Singleton,T/Sumter,S+11 Pub. util. construction work-concerns
A3840 Aa w/GR (2R) Giblin,T/Wimberly,B+16 Religious entities-proh. cert. practices

Co-Sponsors Added:
A1109 Acs (ACS) (Coughlin,C) Stephen Komninos’ Law-devel. disab. prot
A1114 (Munoz,N) Pub. off. convicted of crime-concerns
A1120 (Munoz,N) Co. bd of taxation memb-inelig. for benf
A1465 (Oliver,S) Polling place locations-elim. list req.
A1485 Aca (1R) (Wimberly,B) Vet honorably discharged-estab lic plate
A3077 (Andrzeje czak,B) Testing in pub. sch-prov info to parents
A3079 (Eustace,T) Admin. of standardized assess-proh. cert.
A3975 (Benson,D; Caride,M) Individuals w/develop. disab-proh transfer
A4128 (Eustace,T) Wind energy proj., qual.-BPU approval
A4400 (Rible,D) Co. clerk personnel-concerns comp.
A4143 (Eustace,T) Ave. bev lic-permits amusement game lic
A4158 (Benson,D; Singleton,T) Min. & Women-owned bus.-St. contracting
A4165 (Garcia,C; Giblin,T; Caride,M; DeCroce,B) Admin. of standardized assess-concerns
A4167 (Singleton,T) Prog for the elderly & disabled-notify
A4168 (Singleton, T) Prog. for the elderly-submit expenditure
A4169 (Singleton,T) Medicaid home long-term care-DHS monitor
A4172 (Eustace,T) Foreclosure prop.-creditors maintain
ACR149 Aca (1R) (Burzichelli,J) Limited const. convension-apply to Cong.
ACR211 (Caride,M) Anti-Semitism-condemns all forms
AJR13 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Horticultural Therapy Wk-desig. March
AR196 (Eustace,T) Rutgers-engage, good faith negotiations

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:
A2477 (Benson,D) Biosimilar biological-pharm. sub product
A4165 (Rible,D) Admin. of standardized assess-concerns

Second Prime Sponsors Added:
A1081 (Wimberly,B) Nursing homes-behavioral health training
A2680 (Wimberly,B) Devel disab-forms req other than English
A3863 (Giblin,T) Marriage, family therapist-estab. lic.
A3965 (Quijano, A) Medication drop-off receptacles-concerns
A4089 Aca (1R) (Ciattarelli,J) Dental svc. corp. law-revise provisions
A4090 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Suppl. Nutrition Assist. Prog-enrollment

Third Prime Sponsors Added:
A858 (Wimberly,B) Mental health screening-assessment req.
A1650 (Wimberly,B) Domestic viol-concerns restraining order
A1950 Aca (1R) (Sumter,S) Physician assistants-revise lic. req.
A2477 (Benson,D) Biosimilar biological-pharm. sub product
A2585 Aca (1R) (Wimberly,B) Amber, Silver Alert-thru social media
A3159 (Wilson,G) Drug treatment prog. corrections-access
A3298 (Eustace,T) Veh. charging stations-toll rd. install
A3314 (Wimberly,B) Ctr for Oral Health-Rutgers Dental Sch
A3460 Aca (1R) (Sumter,S) Diabetes self-mgmt. ed.-Medicaid cover
A3760 (Tucker,C) Medicaid long-term care-asset transfers
A3944 (Auth,R) Shellfish species-allows cultivation
A4157 (Singleton,T) Transp.-related infrastructure proj.
Third Prime Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A4158  (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Min. & Women-owned bus.-St. contracting
A4173  (Eustace,T)   Foreclosure prop.-maintain interior
ACR158 Aca (1R)   (Johnson,G)   AC airport workers-PANYNJ incr. min wage
AJR90   (Eustace,T)    Upstander-add to Oxford Eng. Dictionary
AR210   (Benson,D)   Addiction Prev. and Treatment-Task Force

Third Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A389   (Singleton,T)    Realty transfer fees, cert.-elim.

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2477   (Sumter,S)    Biosimilar biological-pharm. sub product
A4157   (Garcia,C)   Transp.-related infrastructure proj.
A4158   (Oliver,S)    Min. & Women-owned bus.-St. contracting
AJR34   (Wimberly,B)    Day of the Girl-desig. October 11
AR210   (Sumter,S)    Addiction Prev. and Treatment-Task Force

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2199   (Mainor,C)    Historic mv-concerns
A2477   (Munoz,N)    Biosimilar biological-pharm. sub product
A3936 Aca (1R)   (Sumter,S)   Victim of sexual assault-concerns rights
A4157   (Caputo,R)   Transp.-related infrastructure proj.
A4158   (Tucker,C)    Min. & Women-owned bus.-St. contracting
A4165   (Benson,D)   Admin. of standardized assess-concerns

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A857 Aca (1R)   (Wimberly,B)   Tipped workers-incr. min. wage
A4078 Aca (1R)   (Sumter,S)    Sexual Assault Survivor Prot Act of 2015
A4157   (Oliver,S)    Transp.-related infrastructure proj.
A4165   (Rible,D)    Admin. of standardized assess-concerns

Seventh Prime Sponsors Added:

A1084   (Caride,M)    Sexual Assault Evidence Submission Act
A4165   (Eustace,T)   Admin. of standardized assess-concerns

Eighth Prime Sponsors Added:

A4165   (Vainieri Huttle,V)   Admin. of standardized assess-concerns

Ninth Prime Sponsors Added:

A4165   (Gusciora,R)   Admin. of standardized assess-concerns

Tenth Prime Sponsors Added:

A4165   (Pinkin,N)   Admin. of standardized assess-concerns

Eleventh Prime Sponsors Added:

A4165   (McKeon,J)   Admin. of standardized assess-concerns

Note to the 1/29/2015 Digest:

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A2445  (Schepisi,H)   MV accident report-cert info be redacted *NOT* Co-Sponsor
The Assembly adjourned at 6:22 P.M. to meet again on Thursday, February 12, 2015 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “C” and “D” scheduled to meet).

**Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:**

A1368 AcsAca (ACS/1R)   Stender,L/Caputo,R+7   DUI viol., cert.-revise penal.
A1674 Johnson,G/Vainieri Huttle,V+2   Halfway houses-atty. visit clients
A2305 w/GR (1R)   DeAngelo,W/Pinkin,N+3   Blue roofs, green roofs-DEP adopt rules
A2313 Aca (1R)   DeAngelo,W/Guijano,A+7   Nonprofit Vet Org vol contrib-tax return
A2316 Aca (1R)   Andrzejczak,B/Giblin,T+8   Checkpoints-proh limited, cert veh types
A2479 Aca w/GR (2R)   Lagana,J/Green,J+7   Elevators, new bldgs.-certain size req.
A3690 Mazzeo,V/Vainieri Huttle,V+5   Disab. student-allow svc animal, sch bus
A3951 Aca (1R)   Prieto,V/Vainieri Huttle,V+2   Angelie's Law-exempts cert. veh.
A3967 Andrzejczak,B/Lagana,J+14   Tuition Equality for Amer. Mil. Act

**Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (1/29/2015):**

P.L.2015, c.5.   S1050 Sca (1R)   Smith,B/Bateman,C+12   2/5/2015   Highlands farmland preserv prog-ext date
P.L.2015, c.9.   S2373 Scs (SCS)   Vitale,J/Addiego,D+8   2/5/2015   Substance use treatment prov.-report req
P.L.2015, c.15.   A1796 O'Donnell,J/Cryan,J+7   2/5/2015   Sch. dist.-deny student lunch
P.L.2015, c.16.   A3357 Singleton,J/Lagana,J+1   2/5/2015   Tax lien holder-in rem tax forclosure
P.L.2015, c.17.   A3391 Aca (1R)   Johnson,G/Prieto,V+1   2/5/2015   Sheriff's off. reemp. list-estab.
P.L.2015, c.19.   A3969 AcaAaAa (3R)   Prieto,V/Shaer,G+3   2/5/2015   Hackensack Meadowlands Consolidation Act